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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. RC4
B. 3DES
C. AES
D. Diffie-Hellman
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
These log entries can have different root causes:
Jun 28 05:01:21 LTM_A notice mcpd[27545]: 0107143a:5: CMI
reconnect timer: enabled Jun 28 05:01:21 LTM_A notice
mcpd[27545]: 01071431:5: Attempting to connect to CMI peer
1.1.1.2 port 6699
Jun 28 05:01:21 LTM_A notice mcpd[27545]: 01071432:5: CMI peer
connection established to 1.1.1.2 port 6699
Jun 28 05:01:26 LTM_A notice mcpd[27545]: 0107143a:5: CMI
reconnect timer: disabled, all peers are connected
Which two commands should be used to obtain additional
information on these entries? (Choose two.)
A. bigstart status mcpd
B. tmsh show /sys mcpd
C. tmsh modify /sys db log.mcpd.level value debug
D. tmsh modify /sys db log.cmi.level value debug
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company enters into a floating rate borrowing with interest
due every 12 months over the five year life of the borrowing.
At the same time, the company arranges an interest rate swap to
swap the interest profile on the borrowing from floating to
fixed rate.
These transactions are designated as a hedge for hedge
accounting purposes under IAS 39 Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement.
Assuming the hedge is considered to be effective, how would the
swap be accounted for 12 months later?
A. The swap would be shown at nominal value in the statement of
financial position and the change in value posted to other
comprehensive income.
B. The swap would be shown at nominal value in the statement of
financial position and the change in value posted to profit or

loss.
C. The swap would be shown
financial position and the
loss.
D. The swap would be shown
financial position and the
comprehensive income.
Answer: D

at fair value the statement of
change in value posted to profit or
at fair value the statement of
change in value posted to other

NEW QUESTION: 4
Scenario:
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

D
A
C
B
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